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Abstract—Age of information (AoI) is a time-evolving measure
of information freshness, that tracks the time since the last
received fresh update was generated. Analyzing peak and average
AoI, two time average metrics of AoI, for various continuous
time queueing systems has received considerable attention. We
analyze peak and average age for various discrete time queueing
systems. We first consider first come first serve (FCFS) Ber/G/1
and Ber/G/1 queue with vacations, and derive explicit expressions
for peak and average age. We also obtain age expressions for the
last come first serve (LCFS) queue and the G/G/∞ queue. We
build upon proof techniques from earlier results, and also present
new techniques that might be of independent interest in analyzing
age in discrete time queuing systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
A source generates updates, which traverse a network to
reach the destination. The goal of the system designer is to
ensure that the destination gets fresh information. Age of
information (AoI), a destination centric metric of information
freshness, was first introduced in [1]. It measures the time that
elapsed since the last received fresh update was generated at
the source. Over the past few years, a rapidly growing body of
work has analyzed AoI for various queuing systems [1]–[10],
[12]–[14] and wireless networks [15]–[20].
AoI was first studied for the first come first serve (FCFS)
M/M/1, M/D/1, and D/M/1 queues in [1]. AoI for M/M/2
and M/M/∞ was studied in [2], [3], in order to demonstrate
the advantage of having parallel servers. In [9], age was
analyzed for parallel last come first serve (LCFS) servers,
with preemptive service. Age analysis for queues with packet
deadlines, in which a packet deletes itself after its deadline
expiration, is considered in [12]–[14]. In [21], age has been
analyzed under packet transmission errors. In [4], AoI for
the LCFS queue with Poisson arrivals and Gamma distributed
service was considered. In [5], [6], the LCFS queue scheduling
discipline, with preemptive service, is shown to be age optimal,
when the service times are exponentially distributed.
More recently, a complete characterization of age distribu-
tion for FCFS and LCFS queues, with and without preemption,
was done in [22]. In [23], it is proved that a heavy tailed
service minimizes age for LCFS queue under preemptive
service and the G/G/∞ queue. Its extension [24] proves an
important age-delay tradeoff in single server systems.
AoI has thus far been analyzed for continuous time queuing
models. Discrete time queuing systems often arise in practice,
especially in wireless networks [18]. In [18], we derived peak
and average age expressions for the FCFS G/Ber/1 queue.
The result lead to the derivation of separation principle in
scheduling and rate control for age minimization in wireless
networks. In this work, we analyze age metrics for various
discrete time queuing models. We first consider the FCFS
Ber/G/1 queue, with and without vacations. When taking
vacations, we note that taking deterministic vacations, is the
best resort towards minimizing age.
We then derive peak and average age expressions for the
LCFS G/G/1 with preemptive service, and the infinite server
G/G/∞. We build upon our proof techniques from earlier
results [18], [23], [25], and also present new techniques that
might be of independent interest in analyzing age in discrete
time queuing systems.
II. AGE OF INFORMATION
We assume a slotted system with packets generated by a
source according to a random process. We assume a service
system consisting of one or more servers, depending on the
setup, and packets taking random integer number of time-slots
to get served. For analysis, we assume that packets arrive at
the beginning of the time-slot and finish service at the end of
the time-slot. We specify the inter-arrival distributions, service
distributions and service disciplines in every section.
We track the age process A(t) as the value of AoI at
the beginning of every time-slot. Assume that the ith packet
is generated at time Yi. Then, A(t) satisfies the following
recursion
A(t+1) =
{
A(t) + 1, if no service at time t
min{t− Yi, A(t)}+ 1, if i is served.
See Figure 2 for an example age evolution plot. Both peak
and average age are defined as usual. The peak age Ap is the
time average of age values at time instants when there is useful
packet delivery. The average age Aave is the time-average of
the entire age process A(t). Note that when a useful packet
delivery occurs in time-slot t, then A(t+ 1) ≤ A(t). Thus,
Ap , lim sup
T→∞
t=T∑
t=1
A(t)1{A(t+1)≤A(t)}
t=T∑
t=1
1{A(t+1)≤A(t)}
, and (1)
Aave , lim sup
T→∞
1
T
T∑
t=1
A(t). (2)
We provide closed form expressions for Ap and Aave for
different queuing models.
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III. BER/G/1 QUEUE
Consider a discrete time Ber/G/1 queue, where an arrival
occurs at time t with probability λ, while the service times S
are generally distributed with mean E [S] = 1/µ. We obtain
expressions for peak and average age for the discrete time
Ber/G/1 queue.
Theorem 1: The peak and average age for the discrete
time Ber/G/1 queue are given by
Ap =
1
λ
+
1
µ
+
λE[S2]− ρ
2(1− ρ) , (3)
and
Aave = 1 +
1
µ
+
(1− λ)(1− ρ)
λLS(1− λ) +
λE[S2]− ρ
2(1− ρ) , (4)
where LS(x) , E[xS ] is the probability generating
function of S and ρ = λµ .
Proof: The peak age for an FCFS queue is given by [11]
Ap = E [T +X] , (5)
where T denotes the time an update sends in the queue and
X is the inter-arrival time between two updates. From [26,
Chapter 4.6.1], for a Ber/G/1 queue we have
E[T ] =
λE[S2]− ρ
2(1− ρ) +
1
µ
, (6)
where S denotes the service time. Substituting this and
E [X] = 1λ in (5), we obtain the expression for peak age.
For the derivation of average age see Appendix A.
We observe that the peak age expression for a Ber/G/1 queue
is near identical to that of the M/G/1 queue derived in [23] with
an additional term −ρ2(1−ρ) added due to the discretization. We
use the probability generating function for analyzing average
age due to the discrete nature of the service distribution.
IV. BER/G/1 QUEUE WITH VACATIONS
Consider a discrete time Ber/G/1 queue with vacations,
where an arrival occurs at time t with probability λ, while
the service times S are generally distributed with mean
E [S] = 1/µ. When the queue is empty, the server takes i.i.d.
vacations V that are generally distributed with mean E [V ],
until a new arrival enters the queue. Ber/G/1 queues with
vacations were used to find age optimal random walks for
information dissemination on graphs in [25]. M/M/1 queues
with vacations were also used to study the age of updates in
a simple relay network in [27]. We obtain an expression for
peak age and bounds for average age in the FCFS discrete
time Ber/G/1 queue with vacations.
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Fig. 1. Averag age for geometrically distributed server times with probability
µ = 0.75. We compare vacations with geometric, uniform bounded, and
deterministic distributions having the same mean as it varies from 1 to 7.
Solid lines represent arrival probability λ = 0.3 and dashed lines represent
λ = 0.6.
Theorem 2: The peak age for the discrete time Ber/G/1
queue with vacations is given by
Ap =
1
λ
+
1
µ
+
λE[S2]− ρ
2(1− ρ) +
E
[
V 2
]
2E [V ]
− 1
2
, (7)
and the average age is upper bounded by the peak age
Aave ≤ Ap. (8)
Proof: As usual, the peak age for an FCFS queue is given
by [11]
Ap = E [T +X] . (9)
Given that vacation times are distributed i.i.d according to
random variable V , using a residual time argument one can
show that [28]
E[T ] =
λE[S2]− ρ
2(1− ρ) +
1
µ
+
E
[
V 2
]
2E [V ]
− 1
2
, (10)
where S denotes the service time. Substituting this and
E [X] = 1λ in (9), we obtain the expression for peak age.
For a stable FCFS discrete time queue with Bernoulli
arrivals, the average age is given by [1]
Aave =
1
λ
+ λE [XnTn] , (11)
where X1, X2, ... are i.i.d. packet inter-arrival times and
T1, T2, ... are corresponding times spent in the system by each
packet. Observe that Xn and Tn are negatively correlated - a
smaller inter-arrival time means more congestion and more
time spent in the system. Thus,
Aave ≤ 1
λ
+ λE [Xn]E [Tn] = E [Xn] + E [Tn] = Ap, (12)
i.e. the average age is upper bounded by the peak age of
the system. For derivation of tighter upper and lower bounds
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Fig. 2. Age A(t) evolution in time t for the LCFS queue with preemption.
on average age for a Ber/G/1 queue with vacations see
Appendix B.
We observe that the peak age for a Ber/G/1 queue with
vacations splits into two terms - the peak age for a Ber/G/1
queue without vacations, as derived in the previous section,
and a term that depends only on the vacations. From Figure
1, we also observe numerically that the lighter the tail of the
vacation distribution, better the age. We see that deterministic
vacations minimize average age, given a fixed value of E [V ].
V. LCFS QUEUES
Consider a discrete time LCFS G/G/1 queue with preemp-
tive service, in which a newly arrived packet gets priority
for service immediately. We assume that packets arrive at the
beginning of a time-slot and leave at the end of a time-slot.
Update packets are generated according to a renewal process,
with inter-generation times distributed according to pX . The
service times are distributed according to pS , i.i.d. across
packets. We derive explicit expressions for peak and average
age for general inter-generation and service time distributions.
Let Xi denote the inter-generation time between the ith and
(i+1)th update packet. Due to preemption, not all packets get
serviced on time to contribute to age reduction. We illustrate
this in Figure 2. Observe that packets 2 and 3 arrive before
packet 4. However, packet 2 is preempted by packet 3, which
is subsequently preempted by packet 4. Thus, packet 4 is
serviced before 2 and 3. Service of packet 2 and 3 (not shown
in figure) does not contribute to age curve A(t) because they
contain stale information.
Theorem 3: For the discrete time LCFS G/G/1 queue,
the peak and average age are given by
ApG/G/1 =
E [X]
P [S ≤ X] +
E [SIS≤X ]
P [S ≤ X] − 1,
and
AaveG/G/1 =
1
2
E
[
X2
]
E [X]
+
E [min (X,S)]
P [S ≤ X] −
1
2
,
where X and S denotes the independent inter-generation
and service time random variables, respectively.
Proof: 1. Peak Age: Let A(t) denote the age at time
t. Let Bi denote the age at the generation of the ith update
packet, i.e. Zi =
∑i−1
k=0Xk:
Bi = A(Zi). (13)
Then, we have the following recursion for Bi:
Bi+1 =
{
Xi if Si ≤ Xi
Bi +Xi if Si > Xi
, (14)
for all i ≥ 0. This can be written as
Bi+1 = Xi +Bi (1− ISi≤Xi) . (15)
Note that Bi is independent of Si and Xi. Further, {Bi}i≥1 is
a Markov process, and can be shown to be positive recurrent
using the drift criteria [29]. Taking expected value, and noting
that at stationarity E [Bi] = E [Bi+1], we get
E [B] =
E [X]
P [S ≤ X] . (16)
We now compute the peak age. Let Pi denote the peak value
at the ith virtual service defined to be:
Pi = A(Zi + Si − 1)ISi≤Xi , (17)
where the event {Si ≤ Xi} denotes that the ith update packet
was services, and not preempted. Note that Pi = 0 otherwise.
When {Si ≤ Xi}, we have A(Zi+Si−1) = A(Zi)+Si−1 =
Bi + Si − 1. Therefore,
Pi = (Bi + Si − 1) ISi≤Xi . (18)
Using ergodicity of {Bi}i≥1 we obtain
lim
M→∞
1
M
M∑
i=1
Pi = E [B]E [IS≤X ]+E [(S − 1)IS≤X ] , (19)
since Bi is independent of Xi and Si. The peak age can be
written as:
ApG/G/1 = lim
M→∞
E
[ ∑M
i=1 Pi∑M
i=1 ISi≤Xi
]
. (20)
Using (19), and the strong law of large numbers in the
denominator, we get:
ApG/G/1 =
E [B]P [S ≤ X] + E [(S − 1)IS≤X ]
P [S ≤ X] . (21)
Substituting for E [B] (from (16)) we obtain:
ApG/G/1 =
E [X]
P [S ≤ X] +
E [SIS≤X ]
P [S ≤ X] − 1. (22)
2. Average Age: We take a different approach to analyzing
the average age. Let Ri denote the area under the age curve
A(t) between the generation of packet i and packet i+ 1:
Ri ,
Zi+Xi−1∑
t=Zi
A(t), (23)
where Zi =
∑i−1
k=0Xk is the time of generation of the ith
update packet. This Ri can be computed explicitly to be
Ri =
{
BiXi +
1
2 (X
2
i −Xi) if Xi < Si
BiSi +
1
2 (X
2
i −Xi) if Xi ≥ Si , (24)
which can be written compactly as
Ri =
1
2
(X2i −Xi) +Bimin (Xi, Si) . (25)
Since, Bi is independent of Xi and Si, taking expected value
at stationarity we obtain
E [R] =
1
2
E
[
X2 −X]+ E [B]E [min (X,S)] . (26)
Using renewal theory, the average age can be obtained to
be
AaveG/G/1 =
E [R]
E [X]
=
1
2
E
[
X2
]
E [X]
+
E [B]
E [X]
E [min (X,S)]− 1
2
.
(27)
Substituting (16) we get the result.
We again observe the similarity of peak and average ages
in the continuous and discrete time cases. Compared to the
expressions in [23], the discrete time peak age has extra
discretization term of −1, while the average age has a dis-
cretization term of − 12 . Also, note that the strict inequality in
the age expression in [23] changes to a non-strict inequality
for the discrete time queue.
VI. INFINITE SERVERS
Next, consider the G/G/∞ queue, where every newly gen-
erated packet is assigned a new server. Let pX and pS denote
the pmfs of inter-generation and service times, respectively.
We focus only on the average age metric, and leave the
optimization of peak age for future work.
Theorem 4: For a discrete time G/G/∞ queue, the
average is given by
AaveG/G/∞ =
1
2
E
[
X2
]
E [X]
+ E
[
min
l≥0
{
l∑
k=1
Xk + Sl+1
}]
− 1
2
,
where X and {Xk}k≥1 are i.i.d. distributed according to
pX , while {Sk}k≥1 are i.i.d. distributed according to pS .
Proof: For the G/G/∞ queue, each arriving packet is
serviced by a different server. As a result, the packets may get
serviced in an out of order fashion. Figure 3, which plots age
evolution for the G/G/∞ queue, illustrates this. In Figure 3,
observe that packet 3 completes service before packet 2. As
a result, the age doesn’t drop at the service of packet 3, as it
now contains stale information. To analyze average age, it is
important to characterize these events of out of order service.
Let Xi denote the inter-generation time between the ith and
(i + 1)th packet, and Si denote the service time for the ith
packet. In Figure 3, X2 + S3 < S2, and therefore, packet 3
completes service before packet 2. To completely characterize
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Fig. 3. Age A(t) evolution over time t for G/G/∞ queue.
this, define Zi ,
∑i−1
k=0Xk to be the time of generation of
the ith packet. Note that the ith packet gets serviced at time
Zi+Si−1, and the age drop due to packet i getting served, if
any, happens at time Zi+Si. The (i+1)th packet causes an age
drop Zi+Xi+Si+1, and similarly, the (i+ l)th packet causes
an age drop, if any, at time Zi+
∑l
k=1Xi+k−1+Si+l, for all
l ≥ 1. Let Di denote the time from the ith packet generation
to the time there is a possible age drop due to the ith packet,
or a packet that arrived after the ith packet, whichever comes
first. Thus,
Di = min{Si, Xi + Si+1, Xi +Xi+1 + Si+2, . . .}
= min
l≥0
{
l∑
k=1
Xi+k−1 + Si+l
}
. (28)
In Figure 3, note that D1 = S1, D2 = X2 + S3, D3 = S3,
and D4 = S4.
The area under the age curve A(t) is nothing but the sum
of the areas of the regions Qi (see Figure 3). Applying the
renewal reward theorem [30], by letting the reward for the ith
renewal, between Zi+1 and Zi+Xi, be the area Qi, we get
the average age to be:
AaveG/G/∞ =
E [Qi]
E [Xi]
. (29)
It is easy to see that
Qi =
(Xi +Di+1)(Xi +Di+1 − 1)
2
− Di+1(Di+1 − 1)
2
.
(30)
Substituting (30) in (29), we obtain
AaveG/G/∞ =
1
2
E
[
X2
]
E [X]
+
E [XiDi+1]
E [Xi]
− 1
2
. (31)
We obtain the result by noting that Xi and Di+1 are indepen-
dent.
We again observe a discretization factor of − 12 as compared
to the continuous time expression, derived in [23].
VII. CONCLUSION
Age of Information (AoI) is a time evolving measure of
information freshness, that measures the time since the last
received fresh update was generated at the source. AoI has
mostly been analyzed only for continuous time queueing
models. We analyse peak and average age for several discrete
time queues. We first analyze peak and average age for the
FCFS Ber/G/1 queue, with and without vacations, and see
that taking deterministic vacations improves age, for a given
mean vacation duration. We then derive peak and average age
expressions for the LCFS G/G/1 queue, and the infinite server
G/G/∞ queue.
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APPENDIX
A. Proof for Average Age in Theorem 1
Consider a Ber/G/1 queue with i.i.d. packet inter-arrival
times X1, X2, ... Let Tn be the total time spent in the system
by the nth packet. Then, the average age is given by [1]
Aave =
1
γ
+ γE[XnTn], (32)
where 1γ = E[Xn] and a packet arrives in every time-slot
with probability γ. To evaluate the term E[XnTn], we use the
following recursion -
Tn = max{Tn−1 −Xn, 0}+ Sn, (33)
where Sn is the service time of the nth packet. Note that Tn−1
and Sn are independent of Xn. Let E [Sn] = 1µ and ρ ,
γ
µ .
Evaluating E [XnTn], we have
E[XnTn] = E[Xnmax{Tn−1 −Xn, 0}] + E[SnXn],
=
∞∑
t=1
E[Xnmax{t−Xn, 0}]P(T = t) + E[S]
γ
,
(34)
where P(T = t) is the probability mass function of the total
time spent by a packet in the system. We need to evaluate the
term E[Xnmax{t−Xn, 0}].
E[Xnmax{t−Xn, 0}] =
t∑
x=1
x(t− x)P(Xn = x),
=
t∑
x=1
x(t− x)γ(1− γ)x−1,
=
2(1− γ)t − 2
γ2
+
t(1− γ)t − (1− γ)t + t+ 1
γ
.
(35)
Using (34) and (35), we now compute E[XnTn] as
E[XnTn] =
2E[(1− γ)T ]− 2
γ2
+
E[T (1− γ)T ]
γ
+
E[T ] + 1− E[(1− γ)T ]
γ
+
E [S]
γ
.
(36)
We define LT (x) , E[xT ]. Then, E[(1−γ)T ] = LT (1−γ),
and E[T (1−γ)T ] = ddzLT (z)
∣∣
z=1−γ(1−γ). Also, from [26],
we know that for a Ber/G/1 queue, the probability generating
function of T is given by the following equation
LT (z) =
(1− ρ)(1− z)LS(z)
(1− z)− γ(1− LS(z)) . (37)
Substituting z = (1− γ) in the above expression we get
LT (1− γ) = 1− ρ, and
d
dz
LT (z)
∣∣∣∣
z=1−γ
=
(1− ρ)
γ
(
1
Ls(1− γ) − 1
)
.
(38)
Putting all of these together along with the expression for
E [T ], we get
Aave = 1 + E[S] +
(1− γ)(1− ρ)
γLS(1− γ) +
γE[S2]− ρ
2(1− γE[S]) . (39)
B. Bounds for Average Age in Theorem 2
Consider a Ber/G/1 queue with i.i.d. packet inter-arrival
times X1, X2, ... and i.i.d. vacations V1, V2, ... whenever the
queue is empty. The proof is similar to the one in Appendix A.
We modify the system time recursion as follows
Tn = max{Tn−1 −Xn, fv(Xn − Tn−1)}+ Sn, (40)
where Sn is the service time of the nth packet and fv(Xn −
Tn−1) is the total random time the server spends in vacations
if Xn > Tn−1 and zero otherwise. Note that Tn−1 and Sn are
independent of Xn. Let E [Sn] = 1µ , E [Vi] = v, and ρ ,
γ
µ .
Evaluating E [XnTn]
= E[Xnmax{Tn−1 −Xn, fv(Xn − Tn−1)}] + E[SnXn],
=
∞∑
t=1
E[Xnmax{t−Xn, fv(Xn − t)}]P(T = t) + E[S]
γ
,
where P(T = t) is the probability mass function of the total
time spent by a packet in the system. Evaluating the term
E[Xnmax{t−Xn, fv(Xn − t)}]
=
t∑
x=1
x(t− x)P(Xn = x) +
∞∑
x=t+1
x
⌈
x− t
v
⌉
vP(Xn = x),
≥
t∑
x=1
x(t− x)γ(1− γ)x−1 +
∞∑
x=t+1
x(x− t)γ(1− γ)x−1,
=
2(1− γ)t − 2
γ2
+
t(1− γ)t − (1− γ)t + t+ 1
γ
+
(1− γ)t(γt− γ + 2)
γ2
.
Note that E [fv(Xn − Tn−1)|Xn = x, Tn−1 = t] =
⌈
x−t
v
⌉
v.
We have used dae ≥ a in the above analysis. Using this, we
now lower bound E[XnTn] as
E[XnTn] ≥ 4E[(1− γ)
T ]− 2
γ2
+
2E[T (1− γ)T ]
γ
+
E[T ] + 1− 2E[(1− γ)T ]
γ
+
E [S]
γ
.
(41)
We define LT (x) , E[xT ]. Then, E[(1 − γ)T ] = LT (1 −
γ), and E[T (1− γ)T ] = ddzLT (z)
∣∣
z=1−γ(1− γ). Also, from
[28], we know that for a Ber/G/1 queue with vacations, the
probability generating function of T is given by the following
equation
LT (z) =
(
(1− ρ)(1− z)LS(z)
(1− z)− γ(1− LS(z))
)
(1− LV (z))
E [V ] (1− z) . (42)
Substituting z = (1 − γ) in the above expression, and
differentiating, we get
LT (1− γ) = (1− ρ)(1− LV (1− γ))
γE [V ]
, and
d
dz
LT (z)
∣∣∣∣
z=1−γ
=
(1− ρ)
γE [V ]
(
1− LV (1− γ)
γLs(1− γ) − L
′
V (1− γ)
)
.
(43)
Using (41), we get
Aave ≥2(1− ρ)
γ2E [V ]
((
2− γ + 1
LS(1− γ)
)
(1− LV (1− γ))
− γL′V (1− γ)
)
+
1
2
− 1
γ
+
2
µ
+
γE
[
S2
]− ρ
2(1− ρ) +
E
[
V 2
]
2E [V ]
, AaveLB .
(44)
Similarly, using dae ≤ a + 1 and simplifying as before, we
get the corresponding upper bound
Aave ≤ AaveLB + (1− ρ)
(1− LV (1− γ))
γ
+ (1− γ)(1− ρ)
(
1− LV (1− γ)
γLS(1− γ) − L
′
V (1− γ)
)
, AaveUB.
(45)
